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0 Much has been said about the characteristics of data

4. 4

that affect the various statistics used in evaluating tests.

CI Such knowledge is of importance in making decisions as to
CO1 a

CV which model and which statistic should be use6 in such

Co evaluations.

CJ

Rasch Ncdo3

Work has just begun in describing the characteristics

of data that pruAtice good fit to the Rasch modt:l. In her

dissertation Panchapakesan (1969) has explored the effect of

varying item discrimination, the presence of "bad" items, and

the effect of guessing on the model. She found that inequeity

of item iiscrimination, lack of unidimensionality, and variation

in guessing decreased fit to the model. The statistic used in

evaluating fit to the Pasch model is the chi-squArc test for

goodness of fit between observed data and expected values of

that data Per a clear presentation of the Rasch model and

this test of goodness of fit see Wright and Panchapakesan

(1969).

In asking the question, "What do data with perfect fit

to the Rasch model look like?", characteristics of both the

q1Acs4...al and Guttman motlels were considered. Similarity was

noted 1)etween the Guttman and Rasch models. While the Rasch

model scales items on easiness and subjects on ability, the
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Guttman :idol orders the items on difficulty and the
subjects on total scorn.

This similarity does not continue, however. The Rasch
modal alone determines estimates of subject ability and item

Y.

easiness that have ratio scale characteristics, i.e. thrt

ability scale has a zero point that means taro ability and
a zero point tn 0.0 item eLsiness scale mevin.; r.o easiness or
infinite difficulty. For the Rftsch model the ability estimates
are infcpendent of the iter easinesses and the number of items.,,
This ;s nnt tle !nse with 6uttmsti scaling where scores arc
the total numter of correct resnonsos and thus dependent

upon boon the number and 4iiiiculty of items. The Rasch

preurt also produces ability estimates indepeneent
the saople of subiects used tc scale or eallbrate the

item r.taFine$StS. This independence has been well illustrated
Wrif.ht (l9t$). The Guttman, model does not attempt to rake

avwtptiont mere resttictisc than that the date ale ordinal on
the direpiioAs i.e. ;to!. difficulty end total score.

Convetse4. ktsch's medal is s iatent trait model, a model
(-hut e:.tinetn: tel. persons underlying trait while the Guttman
M4til on17,produ;!ts'a score relative to the items used.

o.4, of finaings at Panchs0Ce3an (1069) is that equal
,

.

-,tzsIllilittetini is necessary for good fit to the Ruth model.
FigAre 1 represents the item chatacteristic

curves (ICC) for
ittls over a range of ability. These curses represert the

prt6ahilit of responding correctly to An item If Overt the

Pot eqa:n1 itel discriminttitn. thee turves



need to be parallel. This is not necessary for 'Guttman

scaling. Instead Guttman scaling requires that these

curves be discrete or nonoverlapping on the range of

ability measured by each item (Figure 2).

Simulation I: Perfect Guttman Scale

in that the Reach model is a function of two independent

factors, the model is relatively complex and the influences

of various factois that may enter the model are difficult

to determine. For this reason, at the 1969 AERA pre-session

on Rasch scaling, Wright suggested using simulated data.

The present study followed this solggestion. This also

provided a way to control for unwanted variables and to

"provide a way to compare the two models. In submitting

simulated perfect Guttman data to the Rasch analysis a

problem deve1oped. In that items either answered correctly

or missed F. all subjects ate beyond the range of the

calibration sample the easiness of these items cannot be

determined. Wh4n this occurs tho) items are deletel.

Similarly, when a subject misses all items or answsis all

items correctly the ability of these subjects axis: somewhere

beyond thu range of ability measured by this set items

and thus cannot be determined. Again these subjects are

deleted from the response matrix. With perfect Guttman data,

either at least one item or at least one subject is deleted
a :

from the response matrix, leaving another subject or item

to be deleted on the next round of truncation. The result

et.4.,-iimassmaisaskayab.Assar.....,
..iithdea........1611ftamduh4.0111111.1Maibiloalialwa.46
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is no data.to be analyzed by the Ruch model.

.6 0,...11

Simulation II: Naar Perfect Guttman Dataend RanAonijitta

. To avoid this problem, near perfect Guttman data were

generated with enough random deviation from a perfect

Guttman scale so that few or no items or subjectp would

be deleted. This was done by introducing a normally

distributed random error variable into the model., The
.

effect of increasing the standard deviation of this error

was to inmost the probability (from zero to one half) of

a subject missing an item below his ability level and)

similarly, to increase the probability of passing an item
/f

above his ability level. In that this error was normally

distributed this probability diminished as.the distance

of Alto easiness of the items from an item measuring the

subjects ability level increased. With the error standard

deviation being small the data would.appear to be near a

perfect Guttman scale: In this case, the data produced

fit to the Reach model with a probability of one.

The nature of the probabilistic model noeda to be

examined here. . In that the Reich model is a putbabilistic

model, distributions of probabilities of item and person

parameters are assumed and produced. If there is no

variability in the observed scores fiom the expected scores

then the expected probabilities of the model are not met.

Thus this prohabilistiemodel is not appropriate foi the data..

This is what occurs when the chi-square probability of fit

reaches one. This maybe better seen with an example.

aa.riaaraiaairearabak awaft.dalaumaam..akommatawava
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if six coins wore repeatedly tossed you would not expect

to get exactly three heads and three tails on each toss.

If this were the case the probability distribution of these

events would not be met.

In the case of a perfect Guttman scale no. variability
I

is allowed. This is seen in the definition of reproducibility.

4teproducihility is the necessary condition for a perfect

Guttman scaleo where from a person's total score his

response pattern to the set of items can be exactly determined.

In this sense the Guttman model is a deterministic model

contradicting the assumptions of the Ruch model. The

saught after probability for the chi-square test of goodness

of fit As one half. Great deviation either way from one

half' represents a lack of fit to the kasch model.

Data sets were then generated with increases in error

deviation from a perfect Guttman scale. Fit to the Reich

model rapidly decreased to around a probability of .S (Table l).
iY

To explore this further, 20 sets of completely random data

were generated and subjected to the Ruch analysis. Those

data cats represented the responses of 1000 Ss to 64 items.

The average probability of goodness of'fit was .414 with

lii:le variation, S.D. .178, not significantly different

fro a probability of fit of .500.

This finding as at first unexpected what do such

dale x.esn7 Wright's Law school Admission Test study (Wright,

11,J11,4141X4a-1116.ara OA: 41111111.4...i+. 116



1968) used 'data that had zero fit to the model which seems

to be the moTe common occurrence with real data. In

examining the original assumptions of the Rasch model this

persistence of good fit for random data be explained.

Discussion

Rasch bases his model on three assumptions:

"1. To each situation of a subject (v) having to solve

a test item (I), there corresponds a probability of a correct

answer which we will write in the form p
vi
RDA ) 1

Ase0,

2. Tht situatIoRal parameter xvi is the product of two

factors Avi ,vii (c pertaining to the subject, ci to

the item)".

These parameters have been translated to 2 and

respectively by Wright (1968).

"3. All answers, given the parameters, are stochastically

independent." Rasch (1966).

this term stochastically independent can be translated

to "local indopcndence." Though,nelther Rasch nor Wright

uses this teta in his writing it was used at the 1969 AERA

pre.session on Rasch scaling. The term local indepoadence

is also used to describe a basic assumption of Birnbaum's

model (Panthopokoaan, 1069; Lord and Novick 1968).

Rirnbaum's model is similar to Rasch's model but with the

additional parameter of item discrimination. The assumption

of local Independence provides that "at a fixed point X
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the probabilities for joint occurrence are products of the

sepnmte probabilities (Lizarsfeld, 1960, p. 85)." in

other words, "those examined at a given ability level who

answer a given item correctly are no more likely to answer

other items correctly than are those examinees at the same

ability level who answer the given item Ancorrectly (Lord,

1966, p. 25)." LarzaTsfeld (1969, p. 497) also said that

"if a class of people arc alike in an underlying property

then, the indicators of this property should not be statistically

relatva in this class."

This can explain why completely random data show good

fit to the model. It represents the case of "local" data,

i.e. of sublects with the same ability level and all items

at the difficulty level meesuring that ability. In this case

the item characteristic curve for each item would coincide and

thus not meet the cirtorion of a perfect Guttman scale.

This illustrates another advantage of the Resch model over

the Clatman model. The ideal and most precise estimates of a

person's ability are made when the easiness of the items match

Om subjects ability, i.e. with repeated measurement of the

persoas' ability. With the Guttman model a person's ability

is only measured by a single item or within an interval of only

two items. The precision of measurement is determined by how

fine of a discrimination can be made between these two items. If

the items exactly meet his ability level then you would expect

a i0.50 chance of the person passing each item. In this case the

perfectness of the Guttman scale mould be lacking.



Simulation III:' Distribution of Total Score

Another factor that can be varied in simulating data is the

distribution of total scores of the subjects. In that Guttman

scaling is an ordinal proCedure this should have no effect on

reproducibility. Similarly, in that the Rasch model makes no

assumpitons about the nature of the distribution of total scores,

variation in the form of the distribution should have no effect

on goodness of fit. Normal distributions varying as to standard

deviation and uniform distributions varying as to range were

examined. As expected, no systematic. differences in fit as well

as no differences in values of the ability estimates were found.

This last point again illustrates the independence of ability

estimates from the item easiness parameters and sample of subjects

used to calibrate the abilitl scale.

Simulation IV.: Two Factor Data

The last chsracteristic to be examined in this paper is

the effect of combining two tots of Andependent data on fit to

the model. Three sets of data composed of 1000 subjects

responding to 32 items were generated with moderate deviation

from the perfect Guttman scare. .the distribution of total

scores was uniform for all three sets. For two sets, named A

and B, the rnage of total scores was 32. Except for error

fluctuation set C was geperated with a range of zero and with a

mean alb. Both date sets A and B lied a chi-square probability

of fit equaling 1.00. Althogh both sets of data were generated

from the same distribution of total scores the two scores assigned

to each subject vote random; thus the total scores representing

i1W116uAlbad.WEWailiMaiaLas t& &44.idi;APOis.4AiNa....AL
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the two factors were independent. The results of combining

those two data sets were surprising. When sets A and B were

combined the probability for the chi-square test of goodness of.'

fit remained 1.00. When data sets A and C were combined the

resultant chi square probability was zero. Data set C by

itself had a fit of .868. This lack of a fit of probability

of 1 in data set C vas duo to the fact -Ant, with truncation, six

items were eliminated from the data set thus producing a relatively

greater amount of deviation from the perfect iuttman scale.

Discussion;

In an cttempt to explain these results several sections

of Wright and Panchapakesan's computer program for the Busch
",

enalysis (1968) were examined. Ono of the first matrices

examined was the score group by item matrix. Elements of

this matrix represent the number of times each item was

answered correctly for each group of subjects receiving

the same total score. When ordered as to difficutly,

items from each set alternated. In the case of combining

sets A and B the effect was to produce two items of

similar discrimination and easinkss when separately there

had only been one for each sot. 'Thus the only change in

the nature of the data was the addition of items to the set.

'the now distribution of sc:ore groups or total scores waa

to longer uniforn but approached a normal distribution with

a range of possible score.; from 2 to 64. Prom the central

limit theorm, if an infinite number of these seaples has

bun added, rather than just two, the distribution of total

scores would have been normal (Willa, 1962). but in that
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this model independent of the distribution of total

scores this would have had no effect. The effect of

differences between total score for the two subsets of

items for each subject was lost. In examining item

discrimination each item waS'similar (Fig. 3); again

not contradicting the Rasch model. The question still

remains: "What does this characteristic of the Rasch model

mean when two independent sots of items combined yield a
r.

perfect fit?"

The secend combination of sets of items, i.e. sets

nand C, produced a zero fit. Sets A and B were composed

of items with approximately equal discrimination; the

discrimination of the items of set C were poorer. This

was seen from examining the slopes of the ICC for each

item. lhus when sets A and C were combined the new set

had items of varying discrimination and thereby contradicted

the Rasa model (Figure 4).

As wits illustrated in this last simulation the

independence of total scores is alone not enough to reduce

fit to the model, again the important factor was item

discrimination.

Conclusion:...
-The Rasch model and its chi-square test for goodness of

fit, is highly sensitive to changes in item discrimination,

although the slope of the ICC as a measure of item discrimination

in itself has no effect on goodness of fit. Variations in

the distribution of total scores has no effect on goodness
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of fit. Finally in considering two factor data, the

meaning of the dimensionality of a data set seems

to mean something different from that of classical test

theory. What it means needs further study and explanation.
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Data sets A and C combined.
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Table 1: !ear.* Chi-square Probabilities for

Eleven Different Degrees of Error Deviation

from the Perfect Guttman Scale.

Error Deviation Mean Chi-square Pro

8 .986

16 .864

24 .691

32 .581

40 .628

48 .427

56 .428

64 .580

128 .582

160 .480

320 .565

Random nata"

Fivht data sets were generated at each level of error

deviation, these means differed at a .001 level of significance.

This wean was based on 20 sets of Random Data.
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